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ABSTRACT
We report the detection of V1298 Tau b, a warm Jupiter-sized planet (RP = 0.91 ± 0.05 RJup,
P = 24.1 days) transiting a young solar analog with an estimated age of 23 million years. The star
and its planet belong to Group 29, a young association in the foreground of the Taurus-Auriga star-
forming region. While hot Jupiters have been previously reported around young stars, those planets
are non-transiting and near-term atmospheric characterization is not feasible. The V1298 Tau system
is a compelling target for follow-up study through transmission spectroscopy and Doppler tomography
owing to the transit depth (0.5%), host star brightness (Ks = 8.1 mag), and rapid stellar rotation
(v sin i = 23 km s−1). Although the planet is Jupiter-sized, its mass is presently unknown due to high-
amplitude radial velocity jitter. Nevertheless, V1298 Tau b may help constrain formation scenarios for
at least one class of close-in exoplanets, providing a window into the nascent evolution of planetary
interiors and atmospheres.
Keywords: planets and satellites: gaseous planets — planets and satellites: physical evolution — stars:
pre-main sequence — stars: individual (V1298 Tau) — open clusters and associations:
individual (Group 29)
1. INTRODUCTION
The properties and demographics of young exoplan-
ets may potentially reveal valuable insights into the
physics of planet formation. For example, theoretical
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models predict that the radii of super-Earths and mini-
Neptunes were significantly larger at ages .100 Myr
(Owen & Wu 2013). The valley observed in the radius
distribution of small planets (Fulton et al. 2017; Fulton
& Petigura 2018) is then expected to form gradually
through some combination of photo-evaporation (Owen
& Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013), planetary impacts
(Schlichting et al. 2015), and core-envelope interactions
(Ginzburg et al. 2018; Gupta & Schlichting 2018). All of
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the aforementioned processes result in net atmospheric
loss, but it is not clear which mechanism dominates.
For giant planets, the post-formation radii, tempera-
tures, and luminosities may help to constrain how plan-
ets accrete gaseous envelopes and perhaps whether or
not they possess rocky cores (e.g. Burrows et al. 1997;
Baraffe et al. 2003; Marley et al. 2007; Fortney et al.
2007; Fortney & Nettelmann 2010; Spiegel & Burrows
2012; Mordasini 2013; Mordasini et al. 2017).
Discerning which physical mechanisms are important
to the evolution of exoplanets, and which are not, re-
quires studying planetary systems of a variety of ages.
For this reason, the task of identifying exoplanets in
stellar associations with well-defined ages has attracted
significant attention lately (Ciardi et al. 2018; Curtis
et al. 2018; Libralato et al. 2016; Livingston et al. 2018,
2019; Mann et al. 2016a, 2017, 2018; Obermeier et al.
2016; Pepper et al. 2017; Quinn et al. 2012, 2014; Riz-
zuto et al. 2018; Vanderburg et al. 2018).
At the youngest ages (<100 Myr), when observed ex-
oplanet properties might place the strongest constraints
on formation theories, there are only a small number
of known exoplanets; several young giant planets have
been discovered via direct imaging (see Bowler 2016, for
a review) while there are only five validated or candidate
close-in exoplanets with securely measured ages. Three
of the close-in planets are hot Jupiters detected through
radial velocity monitoring of T Tauri stars (Donati et al.
2016; Johns-Krull et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2017), one is a
candidate transiting hot Jupiter of controversial nature
(van Eyken et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2015), and the other is
a Neptune-sized planet transiting a pre-main sequence
star (David et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2016b).
NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope observed thousands
of young stars during its extended K2 mission (How-
ell et al. 2014). For most of these stars, K2 provided
time series photometry with unprecedented precision,
cadence, and duration. Using astrometry from the sec-
ond data release of the Gaia mission (Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2018) and a Bayesian membership algorithm
(Gagne´ et al. 2018), we searched the entire K2 source
catalog for high-probability members of young moving
groups and stellar associations. Our search yielded 432
candidate members of the Taurus-Auriga star-forming
region, including V1298 Tau. In an automated search
for periodic transits or eclipses within the the K2 pho-
tometry for these candidate members we detected 0.5%
dimming events which last 6.4 hours and repeat every
24.1 days within the light curve of V1298 Tau (Figure 1).
Follow-on observations confirm the periodic transits are
most probably due to a Jovian-sized planet orbiting at
a separation of 0.17 AU from V1298 Tau.
In §2 we describe the K2 time series photometry from
which the planet V1298 Tau b was detected and the
follow-on observations used to validate the planet. Our
analysis of these observations and assessment of false-
positive scenarios is described in §3. We place the planet
V1298 Tau b in context in §4, and present our conclu-
sions in §5.
2. OBSERVATIONS
AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DATA
2.1. K2 time series photometry
The Kepler space telescope observed V1298 Tau dur-
ing Campaign 4 of the K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014),
between 2015 February 7 and 2015 April 23 UTC.
The star was included in the following Guest Observer
programs: GO4020 (Stello), GO4057 (Prsˇa), GO4060
(Coughlin), GO4090 (Caldwell), GO4092 (Brown), and
GO4104 (Dragomir). Telescope pointing drift com-
bined with intra-pixel detector sensitivity variations im-
print systematic artifacts upon K2 time series photom-
etry. We corrected for these systematic effects using the
everest 2.0 pipeline (Luger et al. 2018), which employs
a variant of the pixel-level decorrelation (PLD) method
(Deming et al. 2013). We also confirmed the transits are
present in the raw uncorrected photometry using the in-
teractive lightkurve tool (Barentsen et al. 2019), as
well as in independent reductions of the data using the
k2sc (Aigrain et al. 2016) and k2phot (Petigura et al.
2018) pipelines.
The K2 time series photometry is characterized by
quasi-periodic variations with a peak-to-trough ampli-
tude of ∼6% and a period of 2.851 ± 0.050 days (§3.3),
values typical of similarly young stars (Rebull et al.
2018). We attribute this variability to stellar rotation
and a non-axisymmetric distribution of spots on the stel-
lar surface. The photometry also reveal several flares
over the 70.8 day observing baseline, confirming that
the star is magnetically active. Prior to fitting tran-
sit models to the photometry, we removed the intrinsic
stellar variability through Gaussian process (GP) regres-
sion. For the GP we used a Mate´rn-3/2 kernel with an
additional white noise term, using a white noise ampli-
tude of 243 ppm, red noise amplitude of 1.215 × 105
counts, and red noise timescale of 29.17 days. The tran-
sits were masked prior to both the PLD detrending and
the final GP regression to prevent under- or over-fitting
the transit signal.
From inspection of systematics-corrected light curves
using both the everest 2.0 and k2sc pipelines we find
that there are several outlying or missing in-transit mea-
surements (Figure 2). To investigate the potential roles
of known systematic effects in causing these outliers, we
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Figure 1. K2 time series photometry of V1298 Tau. Top: Systematics-corrected K2 photometry of V1298 Tau from the everest
2.0 pipeline. Inset panels show day-long windows around individual transits, also indicated by the grey shaded regions. Bottom:
Folded and individual transits of V1298 Tau b (points) with a transit model fit (solid line) found from excluding anomalous
observations. Residuals of this fit (Fit 1, as described in § 3.4) are shown below each panel. Observations missing from the
ingress of the third transit are due to an interruption in data acquisition which affected all targets in Campaign 4.
examined the quality flags1 for each in-transit observa-
tion. There are six unique data quality flags which are
raised during the in-transit observations of V1298 Tau.
We summarize the flag meanings here.
• Impulsive outlier: The Kepler PDC pipeline
(Stumpe et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2012) identi-
fies outliers before cotrending. These “impulsive
outliers” may be astrophysical (such as deep tran-
sits, or cosmic ray hits) or systematic.
1 Quality flag meanings are summarized in Table 2.3 of
the Kepler archive manual (https://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/
manuals/archive manual.pdf), discussed in detail in the Kepler
Data Characteristics Manual (https://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/
manuals/Data Characteristics.pdf), and may be interpreted with
software available at https://gist.github.com/barentsen/.
• Cosmic ray: This quality flag indicates that a cos-
mic ray impinged on at least one of the pixels con-
tained in the photometric aperture. Cosmic rays
can affect pixels in the short-term (depositing ex-
cess charge, which is cleared on the subsequent
destructive readout), medium-term (temporarily
changing a pixel’s sensitivity), or long-term (some-
times changing a pixel’s sensitivity permanently).
• Thruster firing: During the K2 mission, space-
craft thrusters were fired every ∼6 hours to miti-
gate pointing drift. This strategy constrains the
excursions of a star on the detector, but intro-
duces sawtooth-like systematics in the photometry
due to intra-pixel sensitivity variations. Observa-
tions acquired during a thruster firing may thus
appear as outliers, depending on how the data are
de-trended.
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• No fine point: Occasionally the Kepler spacecraft
loses fine pointing control. A degradation of point-
ing precision may be accompanied by increased
image motion and thus reduced photometric pre-
cision.
• No data: As implied, this quality flag indicates the
spacecraft was not collecting data.
• Desaturation event: When angular momentum
builds up in the reaction wheels (due to solar ra-
diation torques), a thruster firing is required to
“desaturate” the reaction wheels and keep their
speeds within operating limits. During the K2
mission, this quality flag was also used to indi-
cate a “resaturation event,” in which thrusters
were fired to keep reaction wheels safely away from
zero angular velocity. Fine pointing control is
not maintained during desaturation/resaturation
events, and so the subsequent motion of the star
on the detector can lead to a loss in photometric
precision. Desaturation/resaturation events can
affect a single long cadence observation.
For V1298 Tau, most notably, observations of the
third transit ingress (cadences 106358 through 106361),
are missing due to the fact that the Kepler spacecraft
was not in fine-pointing mode and did not acquire data.
The outlying observations during the first transit, which
are present in both the everest 2.0 and k2sc light
curves, are not as easily explained. Transit profile distor-
tions may be systematic or astrophysical in nature, and
possibly the result of both effects. Quality flags from the
K2 photometry indicate that some observations taken
during the first transit were affected by cosmic rays or
thruster firings (dark blue and pale blue circles, respec-
tively, in Fig. 2). However, observations closely spaced
in time which also appear to be outliers were not affected
by such systematics and thruster firings in particular
are naturally detrended with the pixel-level decorrela-
tion approach of the everest 2.0 pipeline. It is possi-
ble that the outliers are instead astrophysical in nature,
arising from the planet occulting active regions on the
stellar surface. The transit depth is reduced when the
planet crosses a dark starspot and increased if the planet
crosses a bright plage or flaring region. With only three
transits, we can not conclusively attribute any outliers
to spot-crossing events, but the light curve of V1298
Tau is indeed suggestive of a non-axisymmetric spotted
stellar surface.
2.2. High-resolution imaging
We observed V1298 Tau with infrared high-resolution
adaptive optics (AO) imaging at Keck Observatory.
The Keck Observatory observations were made with
the NIRC2 instrument on Keck-II behind the natural
guide star AO system. The observations were made on
2018 Nov 22 UT in the standard 3-point dither pattern
that is used with NIRC2 to avoid the left lower quad-
rant of the detector which is typically noisier than the
other three quadrants. The dither pattern step size was
3′′ and was repeated twice, with each dither offset from
the previous dither by 0.5′′.
The observations were made in the narrow-band Br-
γ filter (λo = 2.1686; ∆λ = 0.0326µm) with an inte-
gration time of 1.25 seconds with one coadd per frame
for a total of 11.25 seconds on target and in J-cont
(λo = 1.2132; ∆λ = 0.0198µm) with an integration time
of 5 seconds with one coadd per frame for a total of 45
seconds on target. The camera was in the narrow-angle
mode with a full field of view of ∼10′′ and a pixel scale
of approximately 9.9442 mas per pixel. The Keck AO
observations show no additional stellar companions were
detected to within a resolution ∼0.05′′ full width at half
maximum (FWHM).
The sensitivities of the final combined AO image were
determined by injecting simulated sources azimuthally
around the primary target every 45◦ at separations of
integer multiples of the central source’s FWHM (Furlan
et al. 2017). The brightness of each injected source was
scaled until standard aperture photometry detected it
with 5σ significance. The resulting brightness of the in-
jected sources relative to the target set the contrast lim-
its at that injection location. The final 5σ limit at each
separation was determined from the average of all of the
determined limits at that separation; the uncertainty on
the 5σ limit was set by the root mean square dispersion
of the azimuthal slices at a given radial distance.
2.3. Spectroscopic observations and radial velocities.
We observed V1298 Tau on 9 nights between 3 Novem-
ber 2018 and 26 January 2019 UTC using the High Res-
olution Spectrograph (HIRES) on the Keck-I telescope
(Vogt et al. 1994). We first acquired a spectrum for
characterization purposes on 3 November 2018, before
commencing precision radial velocity (PRV) monitoring
with the iodine cell. Our characterization spectrum has
a resolution of R ≈ 36, 000 between ∼4800–9200 A˚.
For the PRV observations, a template spectrum with
resolution of R ≈ 80, 000 was obtained for use with
the California Planet Survey RV pipeline (Howard et al.
2010a). The PRV observations themselves have a resolu-
tion of R ≈ 50,000 between ∼3600–8000 A˚. The PRVs
for V1298 Tau are presented in Table 1. From those
data we measured the optical radial velocity jitter to be
σRV = 216, 71, and 5 m s
−1 over 5.2 days, 10 hours, and
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Figure 2. Left: Individual transits of V1298 Tau observed with K2. The light curve shown is one possible realization from the
everest 2.0 pipeline. Measurements affected by various telescope systematics are as indicated by the figure legend. Hybrid
symbols indicate when multiple quality flags were raised. For example, the pale blue circle with an inset lavender square
indicates a thruster firing, no fine point, and a desaturation event. The lavender circles with red x’s represent cadences with
no fine point and no data. Right: Transit fit (black line) with observations included in the final fit shown as filled circles, and
excluded observations as open circles (Fit 1 is shown, as described in § 3.4).
30 minutes, respectively. While a measurement of the
planet mass is precluded by the large stellar variability,
we derive an upper limit in §3.12.
For the first epoch of spectroscopic observations, the
radial velocity was derived by cross-correlating the spec-
trum with a radial velocity standard (Table 2). For this
measurement we used the G2 type standard HD 3765
(Nidever et al. 2002), which we observed with HIRES
on the same night and in the same spectrograph config-
uration. Uncertainty was quantified from the dispersion
among measurements relative to different standards,
and over 24 different spectral orders. The sky-projected
rotational velocity was also estimated from this spec-
trum by artificially broadening the spectral standard Gl
651 (SpT = G8) using the standard Gray broadening
profile (Gray 2005) with  = 0.6. Velocities between 9
and 50 km s−1 were sampled and the best-fit value for
v sin i was determined by minimizing residuals, suggest-
ing 23± 2 km s−1.
3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Association membership and kinematics
V1298 Tau was first proposed as a young star and can-
didate Taurus-Auriga member based on a detection of its
X-ray emission from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Wich-
mann et al. 1996). The star’s relative youth (age .100
Myr) was then verified on the basis of strong lithium
6708 A˚ absorption (Wichmann et al. 2000). Taurus-
Auriga, at ∼3 Myr, contains both classical T Tauri stars
in the process of forming planets as well as weak-line T
Tauri stars lacking accretion signatures. V1298 Tau, an
early K-type star which has no significant infrared ex-
cess and exhibits Hα in absorption, could fit into the
latter category.
Alternatively, while V1298 Tau is young, it may be sig-
nificantly older than 3 Myr. The existence of an older
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Table 1. Keck/HIRES precision radial velocities of V1298 Tau
Observation UTC Date JD RV σRV
(m s−1) (m s−1)
rj310.68 2018-11-16 2458438.94547 +459.27 6.23
rj311.73 2018-11-21 2458443.81966 -233.24 4.73
rj311.113 2018-11-21 2458443.95650 -67.81 3.91
rj311.114 2018-11-21 2458443.96733 -56.12 4.26
rj311.115 2018-11-21 2458443.97835 -64.60 4.00
rj311.172 2018-11-21 2458444.15574 -37.38 5.58
rj314.102 2018-12-24 2458476.80809 +147.66 8.48
rj315.63 2018-12-26 2458479.00517 +14.88 7.80
rj316.90 2019-01-07 2458490.79036 +191.34 8.39
rj316.376 2019-01-08 2458491.75402 -101.69 7.34
rj317.81 2019-01-25 2458508.91881 -136.91 8.72
rj317.398 2019-01-26 2458509.78912 +127.77 8.76
and more spatially distributed pre-main sequence pop-
ulation in the vicinity of Taurus has been recognized
(e.g. Hartmann et al. 1991; Slesnick et al. 2006; Kraus
et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018), but a recent kinematic
analysis enabled by Gaia suggests the older population
is physically unrelated to the Taurus-Auriga association
(Luhman 2018). Many of the more spatially distributed
candidate young stars likely belong to a newly identified,
older association preliminarily named Group 29 (Luh-
man 2018), to which V1298 Tau was proposed to belong
(Oh et al. 2017).
The Gaia astrometry and barycentric radial velocity
of V1298 Tau were used to estimate the star’s probabil-
ity of membership to the Taurus-Auriga (Tau-Aur) star-
forming region. Using the BANYAN Σ classification
tool (Gagne´ et al. 2018), we found that V1298 Tau has
a 99.8% probability of belonging to Taurus and a 0.2%
probability of being a field star. However, BANYAN Σ
utilizes an inclusive model for Taurus-Auriga and does
not yet take into account the aforementioned analysis of
kinematic substructure in the association.
From the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram position (Fig-
ure 3), stellar kinematics (Figure 4), and spatial loca-
tion relative to the Taurus molecular clouds (Figure 4),
we conclude that V1298 Tau is a member of Group
29, an older association in the foreground of Taurus-
Auriga. The age of Group 29 is estimated to be less
than 45 Myr by comparison with known moving groups
in a color-absolute magnitude diagram (Luhman 2018,
see also Figure 5). We note, however, that the precise
age and substructure of this group has not been fully ex-
plored. A comparison of Li I 6708 A˚ equivalent widths
among young stars compiled from the literature2 sup-
ports an upper limit of 45 Myr for the age of V1298 Tau
(Figure 6).
3.2. Stellar parameters
We determined the stellar effective temperature, lu-
minosity, and radius from 2MASS near-infrared pho-
tometry, the trigonometric parallax, and empirical re-
lations for pre-main sequence stars (Pecaut & Mama-
jek 2013). From a three-dimensional map of the lo-
cal interstellar medium, we determined the color excess
along the line-of-sight to V1298 Tau to be E(B − V )
= 0.024 ± 0.015 mag (Lallement et al. 2014; Capitanio
et al. 2017). Assuming an extinction law (Yuan et al.
2013), we determined the J-band extinction to be AJ
= 0.019 ± 0.010 mag and the star’s intrinsic J − Ks
color (J − Ks)0 = 0.582 ± 0.032 mag. From the in-
trinsic (J −Ks)0 color and linear interpolation between
empirical pre-main sequence relations, we determined
the effective temperature and the appropriate J-band
bolometric correction. Using the extinction-corrected
J-band magnitude we then calculated the bolometric
luminosity. From the luminosity and effective tempera-
ture, we determined the stellar radius from the Stefan-
Boltzmann law. Our adopted temperature is consistent
with previous determinations, which range from 4920–
2 Li 6708 A˚ equivalent widths and temperatures/spectral types
were compiled from Soderblom et al. (1993); Jones et al. (1996);
Barrado y Navascue´s et al. (2001); Randich et al. (2001); Mentuch
et al. (2008); Yee & Jensen (2010); Malo et al. (2013); Jeffries et al.
(2013); Binks & Jeffries (2014); Kraus et al. (2014, 2017); Bouvier
et al. (2018).
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Figure 3. Top: V1298 Tau (blue point) in a theoretical H-
R diagram. Isochrones (solid lines) and mass tracks (dotted
lines) from Dartmouth models including the effects of mag-
netic fields (Feiden 2016) are shown. Bottom: Mass and age
distributions from Monte Carlo simulations for V1298 Tau
according to magnetic (green) and standard (blue, Dotter
et al. 2008) Dartmouth evolutionary models. Given the pre-
cise parallax and near-infrared photometry, the uncertainties
in mass and age are dominated by the error in Teff and model
systematics.
5080 K (Davies et al. 2014; Wichmann et al. 2000; Wah-
haj et al. 2010; Palla & Stahler 2002). The spectral
type has been reported as K1 (Wichmann et al. 1996)
and K1.5 (Kraus et al. 2017), and we find the HIRES
spectrum to be most consistent with K0. The mass, esti-
mated below, suggests V1298 Tau will evolve to become
a late F-type or early G-type main sequence star.
We used stellar evolution models to estimate the mass
and age of V1298 Tau in a theoretical Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram. The pre-main sequence phase of evolu-
tion is particularly uncertain in theoretical models due
to a dearth of calibrators. One major uncertainty re-
gards the importance of magnetic fields. To estimate the
magnitude of the model uncertainty for V1298 Tau we
present two determinations of mass and age using mod-
els that neglect and account for magnetic fields (Dot-
ter et al. 2008; Feiden 2016). Standard models pro-
duce a mass and age of M∗ = 1.19 ± 0.03 M and
τ = 11 ± 3 Myr, respectively. By comparison, magnetic
models produce a mass of M∗ = 1.10 ± 0.05 M and an
age of τ = 23 ± 4 Myr, which we ultimately adopt (Fig-
ure 3). Uncertainties in all derived stellar parameters
were calculated from Monte Carlo simulations modeling
input parameters as normal distributions with widths
corresponding to the errors in the photometry, paral-
lax, and extinction. The derived stellar parameters are
summarized in Table 2.
As mentioned earlier, V1298 Tau lacks either spectro-
scopic accretion signatures or an infrared excess out to
24 µm, with an upper limit to the fractional disk lumi-
nosity of Ldisk/L? < 1.5 × 10−4 (Wahhaj et al. 2010).
The star’s spectral energy distribution is well-described
by a photosphere with excess emission in the FUV and
NUV (see § 3.3). The lack of any significant circumstel-
lar disk is consistent with the age we infer for V1298
Tau.
3.3. Stellar rotation and activity
We infer a stellar rotation period of Prot = 2.851 ±
0.050 days from a Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb
1976; Scargle 1982) of the K2 time series photometry
(Figure 7). The period and uncertainty were determined
from the mean and the half-width at half-maximum of a
Gaussian fit to the periodogram peak, respectively. An
autocorrelation function (ACF) of the K2 light curve
suggests a rotation period of Prot = 2.8605 ± 0.0082
days, consistent within 1σ. In this case the period is
determined from the slope of a linear fit to the first four
peaks of the ACF, with the uncertainty determined from
the root mean square of the fit residuals. The period we
report is in agreement with a previously published value
(Grankin et al. 2007), and consistent with the period dis-
tribution among similarly young stars (Figure 8). The
uncertainties we quote for the rotation period reflect
a measurement error and do not account for differen-
tial rotation, which can be as large as 0.2 radian day−1
for pre-main sequence stars (Waite et al. 2011). The
amplitude of brightness modulations is seen to evolve
throughout the K2 observation period. Such an effect
may be observed when two signals with different periods
give rise to a beat pattern, which may be due to surface
differential rotation, star spot emergence and decay, or
two stars contained within the photometric aperture.
The rotation period was also measured through Gaus-
sian process regression, as described in § 3.5, and found
to be Prot = 2.865 ± 0.012 days, which we ultimately
adopt.
V1298 Tau exhibits excess ultraviolet (UV) emission,
a common characteristic of similarly young stars. Us-
ing data from the GALEX mission, Findeisen & Hillen-
brand (2010) found a far-UV excess of 3.4 ± 0.7 mag (at
4.7σ significance) and a near-UV excess of 0.8 ± 0.3 mag
(2.2σ). The level of UV excess exhibited by V1298 Tau is
consistent with members of a similar color in the Lower
8 David et al.
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Figure 4. Left: Galactic coordinates of V1298 Tau (blue star) relative to Taurus-Auriga members (red circles) and proposed
members of Group 29 (blue circles). Stellar positions are overlaid on an extinction map (Dobashi et al. 2005). Right: Galactic
positions and kinematics of V1298 Tau, Taurus, and Group 29. (a-c) The galactic positions of Taurus members and Group 29
candidate members relative to V1298 Tau. The narrow range in X spanned by Group 29 candidates is a result of a stringent
parallax cut, and there are likely more unidentified members in the foreground. (d-f) Galactic kinematics of Taurus members
and Group 29 candidate members relative to V1298 Tau.
Centaurus-Crux and Upper Centaurus-Lupus associa-
tions (15-25 Myr), while lower than members of the Up-
per Scorpius OB association (5-10 Myr) and higher than
the Kepler sample (Olmedo et al. 2015, see Figure 9).
From the ROSAT X-ray flux (fX = 1.64 × 10−15 W
m−2), a published MEKAL plasma fit, and hydrogren
column density (Boller et al. 2016), we estimate an X-ray
luminosity of log10(LX/erg s
−1) = 30.37, corresponding
to a fractional X-ray luminosity of log10(LX/Lbol) =
−3.22. The X-ray luminosity of V1298 Tau is essen-
tially consistent with that of a saturated X-ray emit-
ter (Wright et al. 2011) and similar to that for other
pre-main sequence fast-rotating stars. The predicted X-
ray flux may also be calculated from the Rossby num-
ber, Ro = Prot/τc, where τc is the convective turnover
time. For V1298 Tau, Ro = 0.173, where τc = 16.518
days was calculated from the (V − Ks)0 color (Wright
et al. 2011). From empirical relations (Wright et al.
2011), which suggest V1298 Tau is just below the satu-
rated regime, the predicted fractional X-ray luminosity
is log10(LX/Lbol) = −3.47. Using both the measured
and predicted log10(LX/Lbol) values, the age of V1298
Tau implied by an empirical X-ray-age relation (Mama-
jek & Hillenbrand 2008) is 12–24 Myr, consistent with
the age found in a Hertzpsrung-Russell diagram.
3.4. Transit model fitting
We fit Mandel & Agol (2002) analytic transit mod-
els to the K2 photometry using a combination of
the pytransit package (Parviainen 2015) and em-
cee, a Python implementation of the affine invariant
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013; Goodman & Weare 2010).
The transit model parameters sampled were the orbital
period (P ), the time of mid-transit (T0), the planet-
to-star radius ratio (RP /R∗), the scaled semi-major
axis (a/R∗), and the cosine of the inclination (cos i),
and two parameter combinations of the eccentricity and
longitude of periastron, (
√
e cosω,
√
e sinω).
We assumed a quadratic limb darkening law, imposing
Gaussian priors on the linear and quadratic coefficients.
The centers and widths of the limb darkening coefficient
priors (u1 = 0.621 ± 0.023, u2 = 0.103 ± 0.015) were
determined from tabulated values appropriate for the
temperature and surface gravity of V1298 Tau (Claret
et al. 2012, 2013). Using an approximate formula for the
mean stellar density in the case of eccentric orbits (Kip-
ping 2010), we additionally applied a Gaussian prior on
the light curve derived stellar density (which is a func-
tion of period, a/R?, e, and ω) with a center and width
of 0.697 g cm−3 and 0.225 g cm−3, respectively. Model
transit profiles were numerically integrated to match the
1766 second cadence of the K2 observations. The target
probability density sampled was therefore,
lnL = −1
2
χ2 − 1
2
(ρ? − µρ?)2
σ2ρ?
− 1
2
(u1 − µu1)2
σ2u1
− 1
2
(u2 − µu2)2
σ2u2
, (1)
where the first term describes the likelihood and the
last three terms describe the priors on the mean stellar
density and limb darkening parameters.
Convergence was assessed iteratively until the follow-
ing criteria were met for each directly sampled param-
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Table 2. Properties of V1298 Tau
Parameter Value
Designations EPIC 210818897
[WKS96] 4
RX J0405.3+2009
Right ascension (J2000.0) 04h05m19.6s
Declination (J2000.0) +20◦09’25.6”
Parallax, $ (mas) 9.214 ± 0.059
Proper motion R.A., µα (mas yr
−1) 5.23 ± 0.13
Proper motion Dec., µδ (mas yr
−1) -16.077 ± 0.048
Distance, d (pc) 108.5 ± 0.7
Spectral type K0–K1.5
Stellar age, τ? (Myr) 23 ± 4
Stellar mass, M? (M ) 1.10 ± 0.05
Stellar radius, R? (R) 1.305 ± 0.070
Effective temperature, Teff (K) 4970 ± 120
Luminosity, L? (L) 0.934 ± 0.044
Mean stellar density, ρ? (g cm
−3) 0.697 ± 0.075
Surface gravity, log g? (dex) 4.246 ± 0.034
Stellar rotation period, Prot (d) 2.865 ± 0.012
Projected rotational velocity, v sin i (km s−1) 23 ± 2
Barycentric radial velocity, γ (km s−1) 16.15 ± 0.38
Li I 6708A˚ equivalent width (mA˚) 380
(B-V) color excess, E(B − V ) (mag) 0.024 ± 0.015
J-band extinction, AJ (mag) 0.019 ± 0.010
Note—Astrometric parameters originate from Gaia DR2.
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Figure 5. Top: V1298 Tau (blue star) compared to Taurus-
Auriga members (red circles) and proposed members of
Group 29 (blue circles) in a color-absolute magnitude dia-
gram. Bottom: V1298 Tau in comparison to empirical fits
to the single star sequences of two moving groups and one
open cluster (Luhman 2018).
eter: (1) the chain length exceeded 50 times the auto-
correlation length, and (2) the autocorrelation length
estimate changed by <2% from the prior iteration. We
discarded the first 10 × 〈τacor〉 steps as burn-in, where
〈τacor〉 is the average autocorrelation length across all
parameters. In addition to the fit described above, we
performed a circular orbit fit with no prior directly ap-
plied to the mean stellar density. This secondary fit
was used in an analysis of the host star’s evolutionary
stage. The radius ratio inferred from the circular orbit
fit is nearly indistinguishable from that found for the
eccentric fit, (RP /R?)circ=0.0713
+0.0012
−0.0007. The results of
the transit modeling and derived planet parameters are
summarized in Table 4 under the Fit 1 columns.
As mentioned earlier, several in-transit observations
are outliers with no easily discernible nature (i.e., these
observations are not obviously affected by spacecraft
systematics). Most of these outliers serve to diminish
the transit depth. To determine the effect of the out-
lying observations on the inferred planetary radius we
performed transit fits that both included and excluded
these outliers. We adopt the fit which excludes the puta-
tive spot-crossing events because the scatter about the
lower envelope of the transit profile is smaller. When
including all observations, the inferred planet size is 1σ
smaller than our adopted value (RP = 0.86±0.05 RJup).
Future observations in the infrared, where the amplitude
of stellar variability is smaller, may measure the plane-
tary radius more securely.
An unassociated star to the southwest of V1298 Tau is
partially contained within the K2 photometric aperture
(Figure 10). We show in § 3.11 that this star is not
responsible for the transits, but we consider here the
effect of flux dilution on the inferred planet radius. In
the presence of light from another star, the ratio of the
true planet radius to the observed planet radius is given
by RP,true/RP,obs =
√
1 + F2/F1, where F2/F1 is the
optical flux ratio between the two stars (Ciardi et al.
2015). The nearby star is 6.3 magnitudes fainter than
V1298 Tau in the Kepler bandpass, and thus impacts
the planet radius by <0.2%, which is much smaller than
the stellar radius uncertainty.
For planets with ingress and egress durations that are
sufficiently resolved in time, the eccentricity can be de-
rived from MCMC sampling and a loose stellar density
prior (Dawson & Johnson 2012). From the transit fit,
we find the marginalized posterior density in eccentric-
ity places limits of e < 0.16, 0.51, 0.71 at 68.3%, 95.5%,
and 99.7% confidence, respectively (Figure 11). While
transit-derived eccentricities can be robust, we stress
that radial velocity monitoring or secondary eclipse tim-
ing is required to constrain the eccentricity with higher
precision and confidence.
3.5. Simultaneous variability and transit fits
To investigate the impact of our variability detrending
on the inferred planet parameters, we also performed si-
multaneous fits to the stellar variability and planet tran-
sits using the exoplanet (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2019),
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Figure 6. Lithium depletion in young associations. Relationship between effective temperature and Li 6708 A˚ equivalent
width for members of various young associations, moving groups, and clusters. V1298 Tau (pink star) shown for comparison.
(a) Taurus-Auriga, η Chamaeleontis, and TW Hydrae. (b) β Pictoris moving group and NGC 1960. (c) Tucanae-Horologium,
Carina, Columba, IC2602, and IC2391. (d) Pleiades and AB Doradus moving group.
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Figure 7. Stellar rotation period. Top: from left to right,
the full K2 light curve of V1298 Tau, a Lomb-Scargle peri-
odogram of the K2 time series photometry with peak power
at 2.85 days and a secondary peak at the second harmonic,
and the K2 photometry phased on the rotation period. Bot-
tom: Waterfall diagram visualization of the brightness evo-
lution of V1298 Tau throughout the K2 campaign.
starry (Luger et al. 2019), and PyMC3 (Salvatier et al.
2016) packages. We again used the everest 2.0 light
curve for this fit. Observations with quality bit flags in
the range of [1,17] were discarded.
We constructed a PyMC3 model to describe the light
curve using the following parameters: the mean out-of-
transit flux (〈f〉), quadratic limb darkening coefficients
(u1, u2), stellar mass (M?) and radius (R?), log of the
orbital period (lnP ), time of mid-transit (T0), radius
ratio (RP /R?), impact parameter (b), eccentricity (e),
longitude of periastron (ω), and several hyperparame-
ters to describe the stellar variability using a Gaussian
process (GP).
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Figure 8. Relationship between colors and variability peri-
ods for members of the Upper Scorpius OB association (dark
green) and the Pleiades open cluster (light blue), with V1298
Tau (pink star) shown for comparison. Note, the shortest
periods at the blue end are due to pulsations rather than
surface rotation. Data originate from Rebull et al. (2016,
2018).
We used the “Rotation Term” GP kernel in exoplanet,
which models rotationally modulated variability as a
mixture of two stochastically driven, damped simple
harmonic oscillators with undamped periods of Prot and
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Figure 9. Near-UV and infrared color-color diagram.
V1298 Tau exhibits excess UV emission, consistent with sim-
ilarly young (15-25 Myr) stars in Upper Centaurus-Lupus
(UCL) and Lower Centaurus-Crux (LCC), but at a lower
level than stars in Upper Scorpius (5-10 Myr). The Kepler
sample is shown for comparison. The photometry have not
been corrected for extinction. A reddening vector is shown
for reference. Photometry originate from 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) and GALEX (Martin et al. 2005).
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Figure 10. K2 photometric aperture for V1298 Tau. K2
target pixel files for V1298 Tau at the start (top left), mid-
dle (top right), and end (bottom left) of Campaign 4. Bottom
right: High resolution image from the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey showing a faint background source to the south-
west. The photometric aperture boundary is indicated in
pink, with saturated columns shown as hatched regions.
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Figure 11. Constraints on eccentricity of V1298 Tau b from
the transit fit (Fit 1, as described in § 3.4). Shaded contours
show the joint posterior probability densities for the eccen-
tricity of V1298 Tau b and mean stellar density from the
transit fit. Marginalized probability densities are shown at
top and at right.
Prot/2.
3 The hyperparameters sampled for the GP were
the log of the variability amplitude (lnA), the log of
the primary variability period (lnProt), the log of the
quality factor minus 1/2 for the secondary oscillation
(lnQ0), the log of the difference between the quality
factors of the first and second modes (ln ∆Q), and the
fractional amplitude of the secondary mode relative to
the primary mode (a mixture term referred to here as
“mix”). In addition to the hyperparameters described
above, a “jitter” parameter (lnS2) was introduced to
account for excess white noise.
For uninformative sampling of the quadratic limb
darkening coefficients, exoplanet uses the parameteri-
zation recommended by Kipping (2013a). Additionally,
for efficient sampling of the radius ratio and impact pa-
rameter, exoplanet uses the joint parameterization of
those parameters suggested by Espinoza (2018). For
this fit, a β distribution prior was assumed for the ec-
centricity, with the assumed values a = 0.867, b = 3.03
as recommended by Kipping (2013b).
We masked observations within 12 hours of each tran-
sit in order to ensure that the transits did not influence
3 https://exoplanet.dfm.io/en/stable/user/api/#exoplanet.gp.
terms.RotationTerm
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Figure 12. Transits of V1298 Tau b in the everest 2.0
light curve (black dotted line) with the GP model from the
simultaneous variability and transit fits described in § 3.5
shown by the blue line. The shaded bands show the 3σ
error contours of the GP model. The de-trended flux (data -
median GP model - offset) is shown by the blue dotted line
below each transit.
the variability model and performed an initial optimiza-
tion of the PyMC3 model. After the initial optimization,
7-σ outliers were masked (where σ was defined as the
RMS of the residuals of this initial fit). This step effec-
tively masked both in-transit and out-of-transit outliers
from the sampling procedure which followed. A new op-
timization was performed, followed by MCMC sampling
with the No U-Turns step-method (Hoffman & Gelman
2014). We ran 4 chains with 500 tuning steps to learn
the step size, 4500 tuning iterations (tuning samples
were discarded), a target acceptance of 99%, and 3000
draws for a final chain length of 12,000 in each parame-
ter. Convergence was assessed using the Gelman-Rubin
diagnostic (Gelman & Rubin 1992), which was below
1.001 for each parameter.
The procedures described above were adapted from
exoplanet tutorials which are published online.4 Re-
sults from the simultaneous variability and transit fits,
along with the priors imposed on all of the sampled pa-
rameters, are summarized in Table 4 under the Fit 2
columns. Figure 12 shows the GP model around the
transits, and Figure 13 shows the phase-folded tran-
sit and residuals from the simultaneous variability and
transit fit.
3.6. Centroid motion analysis
Evidence of offsets in the point spread function (PSF)
centroid during transit are indicative of a transit oc-
4 https://exoplanet.dfm.io/en/stable/
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Figure 13. Top: Phase-folded transit observations (points)
and median model (solid line) from the simultaneous variabil-
ity and transit fits described in § 3.5 (Fit 2). The 1σ error
contours are shown by the shaded bands. Bottom: Residuals
from the median model.
curring due to a contaminant or background star with
a transient nature (e.g. a background eclipsing binary,
Thompson et al. 2018). Based on a simple centroiding
test, accounting for the K2 roll motion, the PSF cen-
troids during the expected transit of V1298 Tau b are
consistent at the . 1 σ level with the out of transit cen-
troids (Figure 14). This suggests that the transit signal
is not due to a background eclipsing binary and is con-
sistent with originating from the target star.
3.7. Limits on companions from the transit shape
The transit shape constrains the probability of hier-
archical triple scenarios in which the observed transit
signal is due to an eclipsing binary or transiting planet
host which is distinct from, but gravitationally bound
to, V1298 Tau. In such scenarios, the flux dilution from
V1298 Tau itself requires larger radius ratios (and thus
more V-shaped eclipses) between the eclipsing compan-
ions in order to reproduce the observed transit depth.
To estimate the relative likelihood of these scenarios, we
performed Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares fits (with
free parameters RP /R∗, a/R∗, cos i) to the transit pro-
file over a grid of assumed optical contrasts between
V1298 Tau and the putative eclipsing companions.
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Table 4. V1298 Tau light curve modeling results.
Parameter Fit 1 Value Fit 1 Prior Fit 2 Value Fit 2 Prior
P (days) 24.13889+0.00043−0.00044 G(24.13889, 0.00082) 24.13861+0.00102−0.00090 G(24.14, 0.24)a
T0 (BJD) 2457091.18842
+0.00039
−0.00038 G(2457091.18848,0.00070) 2457067.04914+0.00058−0.00061 G(2457067.05, 0.01)
RP /R? 0.07111
+0.00117
−0.00061 U [-1,1] 0.0713+0.0021−0.0020 G(0.073, 0.155)b
b 0.23+0.16−0.15 U [-1,1] 0.29+0.16−0.19 U [0,1] in r1, r2c
cos i 0.0086+0.0067−0.0058 U [0,cos−1(50◦)] 0.0114+0.0057−0.0072 · · ·
i (deg) 89.51+0.33−0.38 · · · 89.35+0.41−0.33 · · ·
a/R? 28.7
+1.5
−2.3 U [-1,∞) 27.6+1.5−1.0 · · ·√
e cosω -0.01+0.26−0.31 U [-1,1] 0.00+0.34−0.33 · · ·√
e sinω 0.10+0.18−0.18 U [-1,1] 0.12+0.16−0.19 · · ·
e 0.087+0.216−0.062 · · · 0.112+0.133−0.083 β(a = 0.867, b = 3.03)
ω (deg) 92+71−72 · · · 91+70−71 U [−180, 180]d
u1 0.591
+0.020
−0.021 G(0.621, 0.023) 0.71+0.14−0.16 U [0,1] in q1e
u2 0.098
+0.015
−0.015 G(0.103, 0.015) -0.13+0.23−0.19 U [0,1] in q2
ρ?,ecc (g cm
−3)f 0.69+0.21−0.26 G(0.697,0.225) 0.59+0.19−0.15 · · ·
ρ?,circ (g cm
−3) 0.77+0.13−0.17 · · · 0.679+0.117−0.072 · · ·
M? (M) · · · · · · 1.099+0.049−0.049 G(1.10, 0.05)
R? (R) · · · · · · 1.314+0.052−0.064 G(1.305, 0.07)
〈f〉 (ppt) · · · · · · 0.02+0.34−0.35 G(0, 10)
ln(A/ppt) · · · · · · 4.98+0.79−0.58 G(ln(σ2), 5.0)
ln(Prot/day) · · · · · · 1.0526+0.0041−0.0040 G(ln(2.85), 5.0)
ln(Q0) · · · · · · 0.51+0.17−0.15 G(ln(1), 10.0)
∆Q0 · · · · · · 5.50+0.88−0.72 G(ln(2), 10.0)
mix · · · · · · 0.26+0.21−0.14 U [0,1]
ln(S2) · · · · · · -5.050+0.060−0.060 G(ln(σ2), 10.0)
RP (RJup) 0.904
+0.053
−0.048 · · · 0.911+0.049−0.053 · · ·
RP (R⊕) 10.14+0.58−0.54 · · · 10.22+0.55−0.59 · · ·
a (AU) 0.1688+0.0025−0.0026 · · · 0.1687+0.0025−0.0026 · · ·
T14 (hours) 6.386
+0.048
−0.034 · · · 6.420+0.071−0.055 · · ·
T23 (hours) 5.486
+0.039
−0.072 · · · 5.478+0.068−0.103 · · ·
Teq (K)
g 657+32−24 · · · 668+22−22 · · ·
S (S⊕) 32.8+1.9−1.8 · · · 33.2+4.5−4.2 · · ·
Note—Priors are noted for those parameters which were directly sampled. G: Gaussian. β: Beta distribution. U : Uniform. σ:
Standard deviation in flux (191 ppt). Quoted transit parameters and uncertainties are medians and 15.87%, 84.13% percentiles
of the posterior distributions. We recommend adopting the values from Fit 2.
aSampling performed in ln(P ).
bSampling performed in ln(RP /R).
c Joint sampling of impact parameter and radius ratio performed using Espinoza (2018) parameterization.
dSampling performed in (cosω, sinω).
eUninformative sampling of quadratic limb darkening coefficients performed using parametrization of Kipping (2013a).
fCalculated from Equation 39 of Kipping (2010).
gCalculated assuming an albedo of 0.
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Figure 14. Centroid motion of V1298 Tau. Motion of the
point spread function centroid of V1298 Tau throughout the
K2 campaign (two-dimensional histogram). The centroid
motions during the transits of V1298 Tau b are shown as
red points, and are consistent with with the distribution of
out-of-transit centroid shifts at the .1σ level. The five clear
outliers correspond to observations which occurred immedi-
ately after a loss of fine-pointing by the telescope.
In this case the model time series is given by the equa-
tion,
fdil(t) =
f(t) + F1/F2
1 + F1/F2
, (2)
where f(t) is the normalized eclipse time series in the
absence of dilution and F1/F2 is the flux ratio between
the primary star and the eclipsing companions.
For each contrast value and best-fit eclipse profile, we
recorded the χ2 value. Using the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) we then evaluated the relative likeli-
hoods of models which assume dilution from the pri-
mary star. We found that a model with a companion
contrast of ∆mag = 1 is 5.6×10−4 times as likely as one
with ∆mag = 0. By comparison, a model assuming di-
lution from an equal-brightness companion is found to
be 0.057 times as likely as the best fit model assum-
ing no additional companion. We also performed an
MCMC fit for a diluted transit model, sampling the pa-
rameters RP /R∗, a/R∗, cos i, and ∆mag and using the
same convergence criteria utilized in the transit fit de-
scribed earlier. This analysis leads to a constraint of
∆mag < 0.76 for a putative companion at 99.7% con-
fidence. Although the statistical tests described above
suggest a stringent limit on the contrast of a putative
companion, we adopt a more conservative limit of ∆mag
< 4, based on the shapes of the best fit transit profiles
after accounting for dilution (Figure 15), for plausible
hiearchical triple scenarios. Using equation 7 from Cia-
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Figure 15. Constraints on companions to V1298 Tau from
the transit shape. Best fit transit models after accounting
for dilution from V1298 Tau. For large optical contrasts be-
tween V1298 Tau and a putative companion, models can not
reproduce the observed transit shape and depth. For each
assumed contrast, the ∆χ2 value between the hierarchical
triple model and the single star model is indicated. Scenar-
ios involving a companion with ∆mag > 4 are ruled out.
rdi et al. (2015), which assumes the planet transits the
primary star, we calculated the true planet radius would
be larger by 41%, 22%, and 1% for putative companions
with ∆mag = 0, 0.76, and 4, respectively.
3.8. Limits on companions from imaging
Daemgen et al. (2015) observed V1298 Tau with adap-
tive optics and the NIRI instrument at Gemini North
Observatory on 2011 October 22 11:00 UTC. Those data
rule out nearly all scenarios in which V1298 Tau hosts
a stellar mass companion with a projected separation of
10.85–1085 AU, where we have interpolated between a
20 Myr isochrone to convert near-infrared contrasts to
mass limits (Baraffe et al. 2015). In the time between
those observations and our NIRC2 imaging, V1298 Tau
moved by 0.120 ± 0.062 arcseconds on the sky due to its
proper motion. Combining the two epochs of imaging
constraints we rule out a vast swath of parameter space
involving a background or foreground eclipsing binary
that would have been aligned by chance with V1298 Tau
during the K2 observations (Figure 16).
We used a galactic structure model (Girardi et al.
2012) to simulate a 1-deg2 field centered on V1298 Tau
in order to estimate the number of foreground or back-
ground stars in the region of parameter space not ex-
cluded by our observations. We found that 0.004 sources
with 3.4 < ∆V < 5.8 mag are expected in the surround-
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Figure 16. Multi-epoch adaptive optics imaging of V1298
Tau. Left: Radial contrast contours in the 1” region sur-
rounding V1298 Tau from multi-epoch adaptive optics imag-
ing. Right: Combination of the individual constraints results
in a minimum contrast of ∆K=2.1 mag everywhere in the
surrounding region, including behind the position of V1298
Tau during the K2 observations.
ing 0.1′′×0.1′′ region. An even smaller number of sources
are expected to be eclipsing binaries.
3.9. Limits on companions from spectroscopy
We used a 24-year radial velocity time series (Wich-
mann et al. 2000; Nguyen et al. 2012, this work), in-
cluding our newly acquired data, to search for bound
companions to V1298 Tau. We assumed an uncertainty
of 1 km s−1 for each observed radial velocity to allow
for the possibility of zero-point offsets between different
instruments or other systematic biases. At each point in
a grid of orbital period and companion mass we simu-
lated 1000 circular spectroscopic binary orbits, sampled
at the times of the observations. For each simulated or-
bit, the inclination was drawn randomly from a uniform
distribution in cos i and the phase was drawn randomly
from a uniform distribution between [0,2pi]. To simulate
radial velocity jitter, we added Gaussian noise with an
amplitude of 200 m s−1 to each model. At each point in
the period-companion mass plane we then determined
the detection probability as the fraction of successfully
detected simulated orbits. An individual simulated or-
bit was considered successfully detected if the ∆χ2 value
between the simulated radial velocities and the null hy-
pothesis of constant velocity exceeded 20. From this
analysis we are able to rule out a wide range of brown
dwarf and stellar companions with orbital periods be-
tween 1–10,000 days (Figure 17).
In a search for secondary spectral lines in the HIRES
spectrum (Kolbl et al. 2015) we found no stars brighter
than 5% the brightness of the primary and with a pro-
jected separation of ≤0”.4. We note that this search
is only sensitive to stars with radial velocity separa-
tions >50 km s−1 (corresponding approximately to two
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Figure 17. Radial velocity limits on companions to V1298
Tau. Detection probability in the period-companion mass
plane for simulated spectroscopic binaries given the 24 year
radial velocity time series. The axis at top indicates the phys-
ical separation for a 0.5 M companion. The 95% detection
probability contour is depicted in Figure 18.
linewidths of V1298 Tau), as the two sets of spectral
lines would otherwise be indistinguishable.
3.10. Limits on companions from astrometry
Gaia resolves double stars, either associated or unas-
sociated, outside of 1′′ down to optical contrasts of 6
magnitudes and irrespective of a companion’s position
angle (Ziegler et al. 2018). Only one other star was de-
tected by Gaia within the boundaries of the K2 photo-
metric aperture. We show later that star is too faint to
be a false-positive. At smaller separations, the goodness-
of-fit of the Gaia astrometric solution provides another
means of assessing multiplicity. A previous study of
exoplanet host stars with closely-projected companions
showed that the Gaia astrometric fit metrics can be
used to reliably detect companions with separations of
0.08–1′′ and optical contrasts <2 mag (Rizzuto et al.
2018). Furthermore, exoplanet host stars with detected
companions at projected separations of 0.05–1′′ typi-
cally have astrometric goodness-of-fit values >20 with
excess astrometric noise often detected at 5σ significance
(Evans 2018). In the case of V1298 Tau, the goodness-
of-fit in the along-scan direction is 9.0, with zero de-
tectable excess astrometric noise. While not conclusive,
the Gaia data suggest V1298 Tau is unlikely to host
a stellar companion with a mass above 0.5 M (corre-
sponding to a model-derived optical contrast of 2 mag
at 20 Myr (Baraffe et al. 2015)) and separation greater
than 0.08′′(8.7 AU).
3.11. False-positive scenario assessment
False-positive signals in transit surveys can be due to
an eclipsing binary or a planet transiting a star other
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than the assumed host. We consider each false-positive
scenario in detail below (summarized in Figure 18), and
conclude that the interpretation of a Jupiter-sized planet
transiting V1298 Tau is the one most consistent with
observations.
An eclipsing binary can dim by a maximum of 100%,
which sets a firm upper limit of 5.7 magnitudes to the
optical contrast between V1298 Tau and a putative
false-positive capable of reproducing the observed tran-
sit depth. Although an unassociated star is included
in the target pixel files for V1298 Tau, it is too faint
to reproduce the observed transit depth and we recov-
ered the transits from a small photometric aperture ex-
cluding that star. Inside of 0.1′′, assuming an unas-
sociated eclipsing binary would not be co-moving with
V1298 Tau, we effectively ruled out background or fore-
ground stars by leveraging the proper motion of V1298
Tau between two epochs of adaptive optics imaging sep-
arated by 6 years. At separations of 0.1–20′′, adaptive
optics imaging, all-sky photometric surveys, and Gaia
rule out additional stars bright enough to be a false-
positive. Furthermore, a time series analysis of the K2
point spread function indicates that the centroid shifts
during transits are consistent with those signals origi-
nating from V1298 Tau.
False-positive scenarios involving hierarchical triples,
i.e. an eclipsing binary or a transiting planet host which
is gravitationally bound to V1298 Tau, are similarly dis-
favored. At close separations (<10 AU), we used a 24-
year radial velocity time series (Wichmann et al. 2000;
Nguyen et al. 2012) to rule out stellar and brown dwarf
companions in a mass-dependent manner, allowing for
isotropically distributed inclinations of a putative com-
panion. At intermediate separations (∼10–1000 AU),
previously published (Daemgen et al. 2015) and newly
acquired adaptive optics imaging rules out nearly all
stellar companions. Furthermore, the lack of astromet-
ric noise detected with Gaia suggests there are no com-
panions down to ∼0.5 M in the ∼10–300 AU range.
At projected separations beyond 1000 AU, stellar mass
and some brown dwarf companions would have been de-
tected by Gaia or all-sky surveys. Further discussion of
false-positive scenarios is presented in Appendix A.
3.12. Limit on the planet mass
Using the radvel radial velocity orbit fitting code
(Fulton et al. 2018), we fit the PRV measurements of
V1298 Tau in order to find an upper limit to the planet’s
mass (Figure 19). Due to the sparse orbital phase cov-
erage of our data and to the high radial velocity jitter of
the star, this upper limit is very likely to be conservative.
We assumed a circular orbit for our fits, imposing Gaus-
sian priors on the period and time of inferior conjunc-
tion corresponding to the values found from the tran-
sit fit (Table 2). Furthermore, the jitter amplitude was
fixed to 200 m s−1, corresponding approximately to the
root mean square dispersion between all measurements.
The parameter space defined by the period, time of in-
ferior conjunction, radial velocity semi-amplitude, and
velocity zero-point was then explored through MCMC
sampling. The resulting posterior of the radial velocity
semi-amplitude provides a 3σ upper limit to the planet
mass of MP < 8.3 MJup.
4. DISCUSSION
Without a measurement of the planet’s mass, it is
difficult to place V1298 Tau b in proper context with
respect to the observed exoplanet population. A pri-
ori, the most likely hypothesis from an occurrence rate
standpoint is that V1298 Tau b has a mass more simi-
lar to typical Kepler planets, with a radius that has not
yet contracted due to its young age. Of the confirmed
transiting exoplanets with measured masses and orbital
periods in the 10–100 day range, the median mass is
11 M⊕ with a 16th to 84th percentile range of 4–58 M⊕.
Depending on the exact core mass and the mass and
initial entropy of the H/He envelope, evolution models
of low-mass planets (<100 M⊕) do indeed predict large
radii (∼10 R⊕) at ages of 20–30 Myr (Owen & Wu 2013;
Lopez & Fortney 2013; Jin et al. 2014; Chen & Rogers
2016). Interestingly, at a separation of ≈0.17 AU, V1298
Tau b should be largely unaffected by photo-evaporation
(Owen & Wu 2013). Thus, if V1298 Tau b does indeed
have a low mass more representative of the Kepler pop-
ulation, it may be a particularly valuable benchmark for
planet evolution models; V1298 Tau b would provide an
opportunity to learn more about the initial conditions of
this common class of planet in the absence of substantial
photo-evaporation.
On the other hand, given that the current limit on
the planet’s mass is not very restrictive, we must con-
sider the possibility that V1298 Tau b belongs to the
class of planets known as “warm Jupiters.” The size
of V1298 Tau b is significantly smaller than the pre-
dictions of many evolutionary models for Jovian-mass
planets (Burrows et al. 1997; Baraffe et al. 2003; Fort-
ney et al. 2007; Mordasini et al. 2012; Owen & Wu
2013), which predict radii of &1.3 RJup at an age of ∼20
Myr. Such a large radius would be possible if V1298 Tau
hosts a nearly equal brightness companion, though such
a companion should have been detected from the suite
of follow-up observations. In fact, the models of Fort-
ney & Nettelmann (2010) suggest that the combination
of age, radius, and separation for V1298 Tau b is incon-
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Figure 18. Constraints on astrophysical false-positive scenarios. Regions of the separation-contrast plane excluded by observa-
tions are shown for associated companions at top, and unassociated companions below. (a) Sustained radial velocity monitoring
rules out associated eclipsing binaries at close separations. (b) The transit shape rules out certain hierarchical triple scenarios
at any separation. (c) The observed transit depth sets an upper limit of 5.7 mag to the optical contrast between V1298 Tau
and a putative false-positive, whether it be associated or not. (d) Gaia astrometry resolves point sources beyond 1′′, while the
astrometric goodness-of-fit is a predictor of associated companions outside of 80 mas. (e) Adaptive optics imaging rules out
wide associated companions. (f) A search for secondary spectral lines would have detected bright eclipsing binaries at close
separations as long as the velocity separation with V1298 Tau was >50 km s−1. (g) Multi-epoch adaptive optics combined with
the proper motion of V1298 Tau eliminates the bulk of unassociated false-positive scenarios. The probability of an unassociated
eclipsing binary residing within 0.1′′, where our observations are not sensitive, is <4/1000.
sistent with a gas-dominated composition for a planet
with mass >0.1 MJup (32 M⊕). However, the observed
properties of V1298 Tau b might be reproduced by a
planet with a core-dominated composition and mass in
the range 0.1–0.3 MJup (with a core mass of 25 M⊕).
If the true mass of V1298 Tau b is &0.3 MJup, it may
still be considered a warm Jupiter by conventional defi-
nitions.
Relative to hot Jupiters, less is known about warm
Jupiters, though similar mechanisms are invoked to ex-
plain their origins. There is evidence for two distinct
populations of warm Jupiters. The majority of these
planets are characterized by low eccentricities (e . 0.2),
nearby and coplanar super-Earth companions, and a
dearth of external Jovian-mass companions (Dong et al.
2014; Huang et al. 2016). The remaining warm Jupiters
are characterized by moderately eccentric (e & 0.4) or-
bits, often accompanied by external Jovian-mass com-
panions which are mutually inclined and apsidally mis-
aligned (Dawson & Chiang 2014).
In general, warm Jupiters do not have eccentricities
large enough to become hot Jupiters through tidal dis-
sipation (Dawson et al. 2015). Furthermore, popula-
tion synthesis studies examining the outcomes of various
high-eccentricity migration scenarios have struggled to
reproduce the observed ratio of hot and warm Jupiters
(Antonini et al. 2016; Petrovich & Tremaine 2016). Both
of these points of evidence are seen as a major weakness
in the high-eccentricity migration hypothesis. However,
secular interactions with a neighboring planet could ex-
cite the eccentricity of V1298 Tau b at a later stage
(Anderson & Lai 2017).
While the transit fit for V1298 Tau b suggests a low
to moderate eccentricity, solutions with e >0.5 are not
ruled out. However, eccentricities measured from tran-
sit photometry (particularly long-cadence Kepler data
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Figure 19. Precision radial velocities of V1298 Tau. Top:
Keck/HIRES precision radial velocity time series of V1298
Tau. Bottom: PRV measurements as a function of orbital
phase, with representative circular Keplerian orbits shown
for reference.
as in this case) should be regarded with caution. Until
the mass and eccentricity of V1298 Tau b are measured
through radial velocities or secondary eclipse timing, it
remains unclear whether the planet belongs to either of
the known warm Jupiter populations. Even if V1298
Tau b is found to have a moderately low eccentricity,
long-term radial velocity monitoring is required to test
the hypothesis that the planet might have an external
companion that is nearby and massive enough to force
episodic tidal migration through secular planet-planet
interactions. In the absence of such secular interactions,
the final semi-major axis can be calculated from the
present day semi-major axis and eccentricity. From the
posterior probability densities resulting from the light
curve modeling, we calculated the final semi-major axis,
afinal = a(1 − e2), is >0.13 AU at 95% confidence, and
>0.09 AU at 99% confidence. For V1298 Tau b to mi-
grate inwards to ≤0.1 AU requires an eccentricity of
≥0.64.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We report the detection and validation of a warm
Jupiter-sized planet transiting a young solar analog with
an estimated age of 23 million years. The star and
its planet belong to a newly characterized association,
named Group 29, in the foreground of the Taurus-
Auriga star-forming region (Oh et al. 2017; Luhman
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Figure 20. V1298 Tau b (pink star) compared to the sam-
ple of confirmed transiting exoplanets (two-dimensional his-
togram) in the period-radius domain. Transiting planets in
young clusters and associations are shown for comparison.
2018). Through a detailed analysis of the K2 data and
follow-on observations, we found no evidence for a stel-
lar companion and we securely ruled out most plausible
false-positive scenarios. The young age of the plane-
tary system challenges, but does not outright exclude,
high-eccentricity migration as a viable formation chan-
nel. Formation in situ (e.g. Hansen & Murray 2012;
Batygin et al. 2016; Boley et al. 2016) or at a wider sepa-
ration followed by planet-disk interactions (e.g. Terquem
& Papaloizou 2007; Kley & Nelson 2012) would be com-
patible with current observations and not at odds with
the star’s youth.
The transit profiles exhibit some anomalous features,
and it is presently unclear whether the outlying observa-
tions are systematic or astrophysical in nature. Transit
observations in the infrared, where the amplitude of stel-
lar variability is lower, should yield a more secure mea-
surement of the planet’s radius. To measure the planet’s
mass, it is also preferable to observe in the infrared, as
we have measured the optical radial velocity jitter to
be ∼200 m s−1 (compared with the range of predicted
Doppler semi-amplitudes of 13–230 m s−1). We discuss
the favorability of V1298 Tau for various follow-up ob-
servations further in Appendix B.
Although several groups have published candidate ex-
oplanet catalogs encompassing nearly every K2 cam-
paign, the V1298 Tau system seems to have evaded
detection, despite the relatively large transit depth.
The most likely explanation seems to be that auto-
mated transit search pipelines are not tailored to the
high-amplitude, short-timescale variability exhibited by
young stars. Customized or more generalized routines
which are not susceptible to under- or over-fitting stel-
lar variability are therefore needed to adequately search
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the light curves of young stars for transiting planets (e.g.
Rizzuto et al. 2017).
Presently, there is only one other secure case of an
exoplanet transiting a pre-main sequence star: the
Neptune-sized planet K2-33 b in the 5 to 10 million-
year-old Upper Scorpius OB association (David et al.
2016; Mann et al. 2016b). V1298 Tau b is now the
second youngest transiting exoplanet, and the first se-
cure case of a transiting Jovian-sized planet orbiting
a pre-main sequence star. Many of the other transit-
ing planets found in young (<1 Gyr) clusters reside
in low-occurrence regions of the period-radius diagram
(Figure 20), such as the radius valley or the sub-Jovian
desert. V1298 Tau b seems to follow this trend, though
it is as yet unclear whether this planet is a Jovian-mass
resident of the “period-valley” (Udry et al. 2003; San-
terne et al. 2016), a progenitor of the rare sub-Saturn
class (Petigura et al. 2017), or perhaps contracting down
to the sub-Neptune “main-sequence.”
From an occurrence rate standpoint, the hypothesis
that V1298 Tau b has a mass < 30 M⊕ is at least an
order of magnitude more likely than the hypothesis that
the mass is above this threshold (Howard et al. 2010b;
Mayor et al. 2011). Furthermore, at an age of ∼23 Myr,
the planet’s size is significantly smaller than expected
for Jovian-mass planets (Burrows et al. 1997; Baraffe
et al. 2003; Fortney et al. 2007; Mordasini et al. 2012)
but consistent with the radii of low-mass Kepler -type
planets for a range of plausible core and envelope masses
(Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Jin et al.
2014; Chen & Rogers 2016).
In general, Kepler planets (i.e. super-Earths and
mini-Neptunes) are believed to have formed while the
gas disk was still present, given that a substantial frac-
tion of them possess an envelope constituting ∼1–10%
of the total mass. However, the details of where and
when the embryos formed, whether migration plays a
significant role, and where the envelopes are accreted
are debated (e.g. Terquem & Papaloizou 2007; Ida &
Lin 2010; Hansen & Murray 2012; Lee et al. 2014; Lee
& Chiang 2016; Schlichting 2018). Detailed studies of
young exoplanets such as V1298 Tau b may help to an-
swer some of these questions.
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APPENDIX
A. FALSE-POSITIVE SCENARIO ASSESSMENT
An eclipsing binary or a planet transiting a star other than V1298 Tau would be capable of producing the observed
transit signal. Below, we assess the likelihood of each possible false-positive scenario in a quantitative manner when
possible and qualitatively otherwise.
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We first consider a scenario in which the transit signal is due to an unassociated eclipsing binary widely separated
from V1298 Tau on the sky. Occasionally, a bright eclipsing binary within the telescope field of view may contaminate
pixels elsewhere on the detector and lead to spurious detections of transiting planets. There are several stars, some
saturated, in the vicinity of V1298 Tau on the K2 detector. We examined light curves for each of these stars (EPIC
IDs 210819568, 210817793, 210818376) and confirmed that none showed eclipses. We similarly examined light curves
for neighboring stars identified using the star.neighbors function with everest 2.0, and found no eclipsing bina-
ries among those stars (EPIC IDs 210787602, 210755820, 210852007, 210832303, 210829398, 210769653, 210828429,
210815489, 210761528).
Our group also performed a systematic search of every K2 light curve from Campaign 4 (Crossfield et al. 2016)
for periodic transits or eclipses using the terra code (Petigura et al. 2013). We used the output of this search to
attempt a cross-match between the ephemeris of V1298 Tau with known periodic signals detected by terra above a
signal-to-noise of 10. We examined the K2 light curves for 50 stars having signals detected with periods within 0.5
days of the period of V1298 Tau b or half of that period. We found none of those stars to show eclipses coinciding with
the transit times of V1298 Tau b. A search of the Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalog (http://keplerebs.villanova.edu/)
for eclipsing binaries discovered from Campaign 4 of the K2 mission also yielded no candidates with period differences
of <0.64 days relative to V1298 Tau b.
Next we consider closely-projected eclipsing binaries that are either associated or unassociated with V1298 Tau. An
eclipsing binary can dim by at most 100%. The observed transit depth therefore sets an upper limit to the brightness
difference in the Kepler bandpass of 5.7 magnitudes between V1298 Tau and a putative eclipsing binary capable of
producing the observed transit depths. The target pixel files for V1298 Tau contain an unassociated star, Gaia DR2
51886331671984640, which resides 19.8 arcseconds to the southwest. This star is more than 6 magnitudes fainter
than V1298 Tau at optical wavelengths, and therefore too faint to be responsible for the periodic transits. Using the
interactive lightkurve5 tool, we examined time series photometry for V1298 Tau from a 24”×24” square aperture
as well as from a 12”×8” rectangular aperture surrounding the fainter source to the southwest. We confirmed that the
fainter source is not an eclipsing binary and that the transit signal originates from the region surrounding V1298 Tau.
False-positive scenarios involving hierarchical triples, e.g. a bound eclipsing binary or a planet transiting an un-
detected companion to V1298 Tau, are similarly disfavored. Nguyen et al. (2012) searched for close companions to
V1298 Tau through radial velocity monitoring. Those measurements rule out most scenarios in which V1298 Tau hosts
a stellar mass companion with an orbital period between 1–100 days. Furthermore, dynamical stability arguments
(Mardling & Aarseth 2001) and empirical evidence from hierarchical multiple star systems (Tokovinin 2018) suggest
the ratio of the outer to inner periods in a coplanar hierarchical triple must exceed 4.7. Thus, hierarchical triple
scenarios involving a coplanar stellar companion with an orbital period <113 days (∼0.5 AU, ∼5 milliarcseconds) are
a priori unlikely.
Although hierarchical triple scenarios are considered unlikely, we consider the implications of such scenarios here.
If V1298 Tau is in fact a binary and the transiting body orbits the primary star, the effect of flux dilution is then
maximized when the undetected companion is equal in brightness. In such a scenario, the planet’s true radius is larger
by a factor of
√
2, corresponding to a radius for the transiting companion of 1.3 RJup (Ciardi et al. 2015). Notably,
such a scenario would still favor a planetary nature for the transiting companion given that low-mass stars and brown
dwarfs have radii &2 RJup at ages <40 Myr. However, if the transiting body instead orbits an undetected companion
star, then the radius is most severely underestimated when the optical contrast between a putative companion and
V1298 Tau is maximized. Using evolutionary models and previously established methods (David et al. 2016), we
calculated the corrected companion radius and mass in such scenarios, finding that the mass of the transiting body
could exceed 0.1 M if V1298 Tau hosts an undetected companion of 0.5 M or lower.
The mean stellar density measured from the transits provides another means of assessing false-positive scenarios.
Using the posteriors in period and a/R∗ from a circular orbit fit, we calculated the mean stellar density and compared
it to stellar evolution models in a temperature-density diagram (Figure 21). Although this analysis assumes a circular
orbit and should thus be regarded with caution, we find the stellar age implied by the density posterior is consistent
with our Hertzsprung-Russell diagram analysis and inconsistent with a main sequence star or a post-main sequence
star of similar effective temperature and with an age less than the age of the universe.
5 http://docs.lightkurve.org
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Figure 21. Age inference in a temperature-density diagram. Left: The mean stellar density as a function of effective temperature
varies with age (solid lines). The two-dimensional histogram shows a normal distribution in temperature and the mean stellar
density posterior from the V1298 Tau b transit fit assuming a circular orbit. Right: The probability distributions in age for
V1298 Tau resulting from a linear interpolation of the values at left using two different evolutionary models (Dotter et al. 2008;
Feiden 2016).
B. FAVORABILITY FOR FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS
We compared V1298 Tau b with the population of confirmed transiting exoplanets using data from the NASA
Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013), accessed on May 15, 2019. We first compared the favorability for atmospheric
characterization between V1298 Tau b and known transiting planets. We followed the methods of Vanderburg et al.
(2016) to predict a scaled signal-to-noise for transmission spectroscopy observations using the following equations:
S/N ∝ RPH
√
Ft14
R2?
(B1)
and
H =
kBTeq
µg
, (B2)
where RP and R? are the radii of the planet and star, respectively, H is the atmospheric scale height, F is the
stellar flux at H-band, t14 is the total transit duration, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Teq is the planet’s equilibrium
temperature, µ is the mean molecular weight of the planet’s atmosphere, and g is the planet’s surface gravity. When
available, we used the known mass and radius to calculate surface gravity. Otherwise, we calculated a predicted mass
using the planet’s radius and an exoplanet mass-radius relation (Weiss et al. 2018). The mean molecular weight was
fixed to the Jovian value for planets with radii larger than 1.5 R⊕ and to the terrestrial value otherwise.
The scaled transmission spectrum signal-to-noise as a function of H-band brightness, planet radius, and equilibrium
temperature is depicted in Figure 22. Using this simplistic methodology, we determined that V1298 Tau b ranks among
the top 40 most favorable transiting exoplanets for atmospheric characterization. However, in the optimistic case that
the planet in fact has a core-dominated composition with a total mass of 30 M⊕, V1298 Tau b would be in the top 5
in terms of favorability for infrared transmission spectroscopy using the metrics described. Of course, the unusually
high stellar activity presents both challenges (potentially requiring multiple transit observations to disentangle stellar
and planetary signals) and opportunities (for studying star-planet interactions).
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Figure 22. Favorability for transmission spectroscopy. The distribution of known transiting exoplanets as a function of H-band
brightness and planet radius. The point size is proportional to the scaled signal-to-noise predicted for transmission spectroscopy
observations. Point colors indicate the logarithm of the planet equilibrium temperature, assuming an albedo of 0.3. V1298 Tau
b is shown as the point with the black border. The outer boundary represents an optimistic case of MP = 10 M⊕, while the
black point at the center indicates the case of MP = 100 M⊕.
There are presently 16 known exoplanets with radii > 0.8 RJup, periods between 10–50 days, and well-measured
masses < 10 MJup. Those planets have masses ranging from 0.2–3.5 MJup. For this range of plausible planet masses,
the expected radial velocity semi-amplitude ranges from 13–230 m s−1. If V1298 Tau b is contracting, implying its
present-day radius may be an imprecise indicator of its mass, the true radial velocity amplitude may be lower. We
have measured the optical radial velocity jitter to be σRV = 216, 71, and 5 m s
−1 over 5.2 days, 10 hours, and 30
minutes, respectively. Measuring the planet’s mass may be feasible with newly commissioned infrared spectrographs,
due to the lower expected intrinsic stellar variability at redder wavelengths.
V1298 Tau is also a favorable target for measuring the planet’s obliquity through the Rossiter-McLaughlin (R-
M) effect or Doppler tomography. Neglecting limb darkening effects, the R-M amplitude is approximately ARM ∼
v sin i× (RP /R?)2 ×
√
1− b2, which is 117 m s−1 for V1298 Tau. Assuming an albedo of 0.3 and neglecting remnant
heat from the planet’s formation, the predicted secondary eclipse depth is δSE = (RP /R?)
2 (Teq/T?) ≈ 610 ppm,
which is detectable with the Spitzer space telescope. A measurement of the temperature of V1298 Tau b could help
to constrain planet evolution models.
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